
Revenant | Tech Utility and Features

As discussed in our unique value proposition, Revenant seeks to make the world of GameFi
accessible to all.

Our ecosystem is tailored for gamers, game developers, and investors who can earn our native
token $GAMEFI while they play and trade!

In practice, our technological utility and features can be clearly observed through our Revenant
Ecosystem.

https://www.revenant.gg/


Revenant Ecosystem

Revenant is the first decentralized gaming platform on Metis. Explore Revenant’s decentralized
gaming ecosystem for gamers, game developers, and investors. Read on to see everything the
Revenant ecosystem has to offer.

Revenant Games
At Revenant, we want to create games that are fun and engaging for the gaming community on
the Metis network.

Metis’ lightning fast and cost effective transactions lend very well to gaming, where players or
developers do not want to hang around for half an hour to wait for their items or NFTs to reach
their wallets!

Currently we have 2 titles in development that you can read about on our website.

Project Lazarus
Project Lazarus is an NFT-based kingdom management game. Journey across outer space to
build, manage, and rule your own colony. Players can build and maintain a bustling space
empire as they form alliances and defeat enemies across the universe.

Battle of Olympus
Battle of Olympus is a Tekken-inspired arcade fighting game. Fight against other players as one
of several Greek god NFTs across multiple game modes. Battle your way to the top of Olympus
to become the ultimate warrior!

https://www.revenant.gg/


Revenant Launchpad
Early, easy access, and huge returns.

Revenant Launchpad makes the process of launching and funding a game simple for
developers so they have more time to do what they do best: make high-quality games.

Launching a game and its tokens is a complicated process. Revenant Launchpad puts our
expertise in marketing, partnerships, and fundraising at game developers’ disposal to ensure
their game gets the funding it needs to be successful.

In addition, we provide a complimentary KYC service handled by our team and, ultimately,
security.

Through the Launchpad, investors have an excellent opportunity to get in early to maximize
their profits with new promising crypto games.

Revenant Marketplace
Revenant Marketplace is a platform for gamers and investors to come together to trade their
NFTs to participate in the Revenant Ecosystem. It will be a one-stop-shop for all in-game items
and NFTs in our umbrella for our games or games that we have helped along via Revenant
Launchpad.

Revenant Marketplace solves a critical issue in the NFT market. NFTs have taken the world by
storm, but do not provide much utility. NFTs on Revenant Marketplace will serve to enhance
gameplay of our own titles, demonstrate authentic ownership of in-game items, increase your
net worth, and much more.

Revenant eSports
As gamers, our development team understands that competition is excellent for the space. That
said, opportunities are limited in the crypto market. eSports have reached worldwide popularity
with many top gamers earning a healthy income. However, this earning potential is usually
outside of the crypto sphere.

That’s why we’re creating Revenant eSports, a platform that organizes tournaments for gamers
worldwide to compete, network, and earn while playing crypto games that are actually fun.
Revenant eSports will maximize gamers’ earning potential by capitalizing on the crypto market
and our expertise in the gaming industry.

Future Utility
In the future, we believe our organization can expand in increasingly exciting directions to build
the future of blockchain gaming. Long-term we are considering:



● Creating guilds with scholarship programs to provide gamers worldwide with ways to
earn a living with Web3.

● Launching on-ramp services to become the platform where we would work with game
developers to integrate their off-chain games on the blockchain.

$GAMEFI Tokenomics
$GAMEFI is Revenant’s governance token and can be purchased on Hermes.

Utility
When it came to creating $GAMEFI, we wanted to ensure that we launched a token that was
sustainable, had an essential function in our gaming ecosystem, but that also rewarded our
community.

That’s why $GAMEFI will have several use cases beyond its price appreciation, such as:
● Rewards in the form of staking and dividends
● Early access to Revenant Games
● Exclusive early investment opportunities through Revenant Launchpad
● In-game benefits in Revenant Games
● Participate in community voting to decide on protocol direction
● Purchase premium NFTs for access to game launches and in-game rewards
● And much more!

We are confident $GAMEFI will be an asset that community members will be excited to hold for
reasons more than just being a token that benefits from market fluctuations.

https://hermes.maiadao.io/#/swap


Token Distribution

$GAMEFI will have a total supply of 3 million tokens that will be distributed as follows:
● 40% (1,200,000) of the total supply will consist of investors that held $TEMPO before our

move to Metis
● 20% (600,000) of the total supply will be set aside for staking rewards
● 15% (450,000) of the total supply will be used in the Battle of Olympus Play-to-Earn

economy
● 15% (450,000) of the total supply will be used in the Project Lazarus Play-to-Earn

economy
● 10% (300,000) of the total supply will be reserved for future crypto games.

Smart contract security features
Security is of the utmost importance to the Revenant team. As such, we have taken several
steps to guarantee it. Apart from our treasury being held in a cold storage wallet, one of our
co-founders, Franza Cavatorta (alias Enigma), is doxxed and his identity is public.

In addition, our smart contract incorporates certain features that puts its security over the top.
First, we have applied the OpenZeppelin framework, which is one of the top standards for
blockchain applications. In addition, the emergency stop is crucial for emergency situations (i.e.
in case of a malicious hack, etc.) in which we may have to prevent trading through the smart

https://www.linkedin.com/in/franzcavatorta/
https://www.openzeppelin.com/


contract. Both of these points were inspected thoroughly by our auditors at Armors who
ultimately decided to approve our project.

Where to find Revenant
Website — Twitter — Discord — Medium

http://revenant.gg
https://twitter.com/revenantgamefi
https://discord.gg/revenantgamefi
https://revenantgamefi.medium.com/

